
Journey of Valor!!! 

In Indian history, two different epics: Ramayanam and Mahabharatam. When Ramayanam is a epic 
battle overseas, it depicts the ideality of human beings. On the other hand, Mahabharatam bring forth 
the dharmic imbalance in the state. The similarity between the two epics lie in the fact that Raman and 
Vishnu’s hidden divinity is exposed. 

Through this blog, I bring a forgotten, story less-told, a journey of valor. In the due of eighteen days of 
kurukshektra war, the victory of Pandavaas is known to all. In due course of time, the reason behind the 
victory is forgotten and gone. The presence of Krishna with Pandavaas is been told as a reason for 
victory. But Krishna was just a son to Devaki. He doesn’t appear to be God in this epic. With this, to the 
victory, a life’s end came. To be that is Aravaan. 

Aravaan means one filled with manliness, which includes 32 traits of manhood. This is just a devotion to 
solitude. Aravaan is none other than son of Arjunan, an expert in bow and arrow. When someones 
wonder if Arjunan had a son, Aravaan’s mother comes as a shock. The love for Arjunan made Ulupi, 
princess of Naga clan, marry him and had a son, Aravaan. Only a few years were left for the start of war. 

At this point, there is thing to be noted. ‘Kalapali’. From the times of kingdom, as a part of initiating a 
war, it is a tradition to give sacrifice to battlefield. The life that is sacrified is believed to attain eternal 
bliss. 

With some days left for the war, yudhirstar learnt the day after, full moon day, is the best time to give 
sacrifice from one of the Pandavaas, expert astrologer, Sahadevan. 

So, Yudhistar requested Aravaan to be his sacrifice for which Aravaan agreed. Learnt of such 
circumstances, Krishna planned to sacrifice Aravaan for Pandavaas instead of Kauravas. Krishna asked 
Yudhistar to sacrifice Aravaan on the day of AyudhaPooja(Pooja of weapons). 

But, Perundevanaar’s Bharata Venpa, says Kauravas sacrificed a white elephant on the day of full moon. 
So tally such a sacrifice of uncommon object, Krishna suggested to sacrifice Aravaan, a birth from two 
different species.  

Aravaan’s death is also said in many different ways. Lets see one by one. 

Version one: Aravaan requested Krishna that he needs to be killed by a skilled battlesman. By that wish, 
Asura Alambusan killed Aravaan. 

Version two: Aravaan wanted to see the eighteen-day war completely before dying. His head was slain 
and kept on a high ground on the battlefield. 

Version three: Knowing that he is going to be sacrificed, Aravaan wanted to be married before he dies. 
As a boon, Krishna appeared as a female, Mohini and married him. 

Knowing the history of Aravaan, Who really is this? He is well known to most of us. As per the order of 
Krishna, Aravaan’s head was chopped and thrown in a river called caraparica. He took a child birth and 
was brought up by chandiragiri’s king as carabalan. Later he killed Kuttasuran, a asura to get the name of 
Kuttandavar in the place koovagam. 

Thanks Vasantha balan and Cha.Venkatesan to provided this story for us!!! 


